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In the period from mid-1980 to August 1981 the Voyager 2 plasma wave instrument occasionally
detected clear signaturesof Jovian nonthermal continuum radiation while the spacecraft was in the
general downstreamdirection from Jupiter at distancesof 5000 < R < 9000 Rj (up to ---4.5 AU). The
magnitude and duration of the events increasedas Voyager 2 approachedthe nominal aberrated tail
position in the springof 1981and also indicated a periodicity suggestingsome solar wind control. Each
event shows characteristics suggestiveof electromagnetic radiation trapped within a low-density
cavity. Supported with plasma observations, several of the events are characterized by a broad,
moderately low density region surrounding a well-defined, very low density core. We conclude that
this series of continuum radiation events is best interpreted as the passageof Voyager 2 through the
extended magnetotail and wake of Jupiter. Although the analysis of the events does not lead to a
unique and unambiguousunderstandingof the structure of the tail, we can speculateon the various
allowed tail configurationsconsistentwith the observations.There are many casesin which there is a
significant difference in the estimated duration of a given event as defined by the plasma wave or
plasma observations,which may be explained by dynamical processesin the tail such as a pinch-off or
disconnection event similar to that observed in cometary plasma tails.

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of traversing Jupiter's distant magnetotail
with Voyager 2 was first raised by Scarf [1979] and also by
Grzedzielski et al. [1980]. Those predictions were confirmed
by Scarf et al. [1981b] when a Jovian tail encounter at R =
6200 Rj was reported via measurementsfrom the Voyager 2
plasma wave and plasma instruments. We now present the
full set of observations of Jupiter's distant tail by the
Voyager 2 plasma wave receiver and plasma science instrument as the spacecraft approached Saturn in late 1980 and
early-to-mid 1981.
The primary signature of the distant Jovian magnetosphereor tail in the Voyager plasma wave data is nonthermal
continuum radiation, which is generated within the Jovian
magnetospheric cavity [Scarf et al., 1979; Gurnett et al.,
1979; Gurnett et al., 1980; Scarf et al., 1981a, b]. The
continuum radiation occurs over a broad spectral range,
from a few hundred Hertz to several tens of kilohertz;
hence, a substantial portion of the spectrum lies below the

nominalelectronplasmafrequencyfp- in the solarwind at
the heliocentric radial distance of Jupiter. Those waves with
frequency less than the solar wind plasma frequency are
trapped in the low-density regionsof the magnetosphereand
act as a pervasive tracer, enabling the Voyager plasma wave
receiver to map the magnetosphere.
One of the more dramatic

encounters

with the Jovian tail

in February 1981 has already been reported [Scarf et al.,
1981b]. Subsequentto the discovery of the February event
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we began a search of the plasma wave data for additional
events, and this is a summary of the results of that search. In
addition, we have made extensive use of plasma observations to supplement our understanding of the regions we
have identified as the extended Jovian magnetotail and
wake. For one event we compare, in detail, the continuum
radiation observations, the plasma density profile, and the
magnetic field data, and we uncover some striking differences, which may lead to evidence of dynamical processes
occurring in the tail that have profound effects on the gross
structure of the tail. Details of the plasma wave and plasma
(PLS) instrumentation can be found in Scarf and Gurnett
[1977] and Bridge et al. [1977], respectively. We have
utilized analyses performed by the magnetometer team to
increase our confidence

in the identification

of the continu-

um radiation events as tail signatures. Those magnetic field
results are reported in Lepping et al. [1982].
OBSERVATIONS

OF THE DISTANT

JOVIAN MAGNETOTAIL

Figure 1 shows an example of the signatureof a distant
Jovian tail encounter as seen in the Voyager 2 plasma wave
data. The amplitude of the electric field in each of six

spectrumanalyzer channelsis plotted as a function of time.
The height of the solid black area for each channel is
proportional to the log of the 48-min average electric field
strength,with the range between two channelsrepresenting
about

100 db.

The event in Figure 1 is characterized by a gradual
increasein amplitude of radiation at 1.78 kHz coupledwith a
broadening in spectral width to lower frequencies. During
day 144there is an abrupt intensificationand drop in the lowfrequency cutoff that lasts for about a day and forms the
'core' of the event. Over subsequent days the intensity
decreases,and the lower-frequency cutoff of the continuum
radiation returns to a few kilohertz. Note that the abrupt,
step-level changes, particularly in the 311-Hz channel, are
operational mode-dependentchangesin the noise environment of the spacecraftand are not natural signaturesin the
plasma wave environment.
We interpret the data in Figure 1 as continuum radiation
trapped within a low-density region of the Jovian magneto-
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We have attempted to verify the connection of the --•10hour periodicity in Figure 1, as well as that of Figure 1 of
Scarf et al. [1981b], to Jupiter by comparing the System 3
central meridian longitude (CML) of the spacecraftat times
• 1.78
.- _ _
•
when there are peaks in the radiation in both the distant and
near-Jupiter observations. Analysis of the data in Plate 1 of
,,=, j
Scarfet al. [1981a] showsthe continuum radiation appearing
"'
0.511
Ii
III
I
_ ,,mI•
to be modulated in time such that the peak intensity occurs
not as a function of CML but at a time when the dipole field
0.178
Ii ' ', • ,- ...%i ," • % •
DAY
140
145
150
of Jupiter is at a particular orientation with respect to the
R (Rj) 7582
7451
7521
sun. The analysis is further complicated by the appearance
of
two pulsesduring each 10-hourinterval, seenmost clearly
Fig. 1. Observations ofnonthermal continuum radiation associduring the Voyager 1 encounter. Preliminary analysisshows
ated with Jupiter' s magnetotail taken while Voyager 2 was ---7000Rj
downstream from Jupiter.
the main pulse occurs when the System 3 prime meridian is
at a local time of--• 18 hours (--•90ø past the noon meridian
sheath and/or magnetotail. The radiation is very similar in
measuredin the positive sense). The secondarypeak occurs
amplitude and bandwidth to that shown in Figure 1 of Kurth
when the prime meridian is at a local time of--•9 hours.
et al. [1981] and also that studied by Gurnett et al. [1980] in
The peaks in the 1.00- and 1.78-kHz channelsin Figure 1
the near-Jupitertail lobes. The lower-frequencycutoff of the occur when the prime meridian is at a local time of--•8.5
emission most likely indicates the local electron plasma hours (after correcting for the one-way light time from
frequency--the frequency at which electromagnetic radiaJupiter). This corresponds very closely to the secondary
tion propagatingin the ordinary mode cuts off. The density peaks seenin Plate 1 of Scarfet al. [1981a], althoughit is not
derived
fromthiscutoff(œp-= 8980X/-•ne,
where
œp-is in clear why only the secondary peaks are seen. The peaks
Hertz and rte is in electronscm-3) matchesthe density observed by Scarfet al. [1981b] at 3.11 kHz occur when the
obtained from the plasma science instrument to within the primemeridianis near 21 hourslocal time. This is possibly
accuracy of the measurements for most examples for which
related to the main pulse, but the agreementis not as good as
density comparisons have been made. Some potentially in the previous case. We caution the reader that the foregosignificant differences occur in the lowest-density regions, ing analysis is only preliminary and that we do not underwhich will be discussed below.
stand the periodicities in the continuum radiation at this
A close examination
of the 1.78- and 1.0-kHz channels in
time. We merely wish to demonstrate the connection beFigure 1 reveals some variations in intensity that one might tween the temporal variations of the distant continuum
believe to be periodic--the period being roughly 10 hours. radiation events and those observedcloseto Jupiter. Further
On the basis of these data alone we could not defend the
analysis of the temporal variations near Jupiter are the
variations as being periodic, mainly because the variations subject of another study.
do not continue for more than about three cycles. ExaminaFigure 2 showsdata in a format similar to that in Figure 1,
tion of other events, however, does yield other examples of
but for a longer interval. During the first part of April 1981,
--•1O-hourperiodicities in the continuum radiation amplitude.
Voyager 2 was closestto the nominal aberrated tail position,
A more striking case can be found in the 3.11-kHz channel of
and the data presented in Figure 2 indicate the spacecraft
the event studied by Scarfet al. [1981b] (see Figure 1 of that was detecting continuum radiation almost continuously durpaper). The 10-hour periodicity is extremely important in
ing the period between days 92 and 109 of 1981. Several
tying these remote observations to Jupiter since 10-hour times during this interval the lower-frequency cutoff of the
variations are readily apparent in the continuum radiation radiation extended to as low as 311 Hz, correspondingto an
amplitudes in the near-Jupiter magnetosphere. Plate 1 of
electrondensityof about 1.2 x 10-3 cm-3. Each of these
Scarf et al. [1981a] shows the periodic variations near low-density regions is reminiscent of the core shown in
Jupiter very clearly. One might also expect to find similar Figure 1, but with durationsrangingfrom a few hours up to a
periodicities in the plasma or energetic particle spectra day.
The events shown in Figures 1 and 2 and also in Figure 1 of
during the tail encounters.
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Fig. 2. Additional observationsoœcontinuum radiation gained while ¾oyager :2was very close to the expected
position oœan extended Jovian magnetotail. 1'he abrupt drops in the low-œrequencycutoff oœthe radiation map
extremely low density regionsthat probably representactual encounterswith the magnetotail.
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Voyager 2 Continuum Radiation Observations
Mini-

Event

Duration

Core

Duration

Event

Year

Start-Stop Day/SCET

Start-StopDay/SCET

1
2
3
4
5
6

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

183/0130-188/0630
209/2200-211/0830
225/1330-225/1840
303/0100-304/<1800
324/0330-328/<1400
347/>0700-350/1600

9

1981

14/0800-15/1900

10
12

1981
1981

16/1600-21/0600
43/1500-53/1800

14

1981

66/0800-72/0430

15
16
17

1981
1981
1981

92/>0400-94/<0440
94/1500-98/0030
100/0830-103/0830

18
19
21
22
?24
?25
?26

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

106/1800-108/2030
118/1430-119/0830
140/0830-148/2000
167/1630-170/0600
189/2200-190/1200
193/1700-201/0000
225/0630-230/1900

None
None
None
None
327/0130-328/0430
347/> 1900-348/0330
348/0900-348/<
1500
14/> 1700-15/0145
15/0320-15/0405
20/1200-21/0600
49/1700-51/<2030
52/1800-53/0000
68/1620-69/2130
71/0130-72/0430
None
96/1400-97/0000
101/2220-102/0030
102/1740-103/0000
103/0030-103/<0740
107/2050-108/2030
118/1900-119/0540
144/0800-145/0000
169/1500-170/0600
None
None
None

mum

fp-,
kHz
1 78
311
311

311
1 78
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 78
0.562
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.311
0.562
0.311

0.311
0.311
1.00

0.562
0.311
1.78
1.78
1.78

Minimum
ne, cm-3
3.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
3.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
3.9
3.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
3.9
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2
3.9
1.2
3.9
3.9
3.9

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

10-2
10-1
10-1
10-1
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-3
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-2
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-3
10-2
10-3
10-3
10-2
10-2
10-2

R,
Rs

4•*,
deg

3551
3802
3967
4834
5108
5349
5355
5735
5750
5821
6194
6223
6432
6464
6746
6794
6864
6876
6879
6950
7093
7446
7804
8093
8209
8660

202.0
199.9
198.6
191.8
189.8
188.0
188.0
185.3
185.2
184.7
182.2
182.1
180.7
180.5
178.7
178.4
178.0
177.9
177.9
177.5
176.6
174.6
172.5
170.9
170.3
168.0

*Azimuthal anglein a Jupiter-centeredsystembasedon a plane parallel to the ecliptic measuredin
the right-hand sense from the solar direction.

Scarf et al. [1981b] are not the only detections of trapped
continuum radiation at large distancesfrom Jupiter. Kurth et
al. [1981] studied observations of continuum radiation from
Jupiter by both Voyager 1 and 2 as they left the Jovian
system in the latter part of 1979and early 1980. In that study,
they interpreted some of the events as actual reentries into
the Jovian magnetosphere and others as the detection of
continuum radiation leaking out of the tail through lowdensity troughs in the solar wind that act as light pipes or
wave guides. Table 1 is a list of all detections of continuum
radiation by Voyager 2 since the interval studied by Kurth et
al. [1981], that is, starting February 1, 1980. (For completeness we note here that one additional event was recorded by
Voyager 1 that was not included in Table 1 of Kurth et al.
[1981]. The new event occurred between -1930 and -2305
on day 157, 1980, when the spacecraft was at a distance of
6227 Rj and at an angle •b = 209.6ø, where •bis the azimuth
angle in a right-handed Jupiter-centered system, with •b = 0

frequency at which the continuum radiation was detected
and the correspondingelectrot, density, assumingthe cutoff
occurs at the channel's center frequency, is listed. Also
tabulated are the :'adial distance for each event (or core
structure) and the azimuthal angle •b. We caution the reader
that the last three entries
as far as their

identification

in Table

1 are somewhat

as continuum

radiation

doubtful
is con-

cerned. While the signature in the 1.78-kHz channel shows
the usual slow variation in time of continuum radiation,

wideband spectrograms taken during the last two intervals
do not show the characteristic diffuse, broadband signatures
of continuum radiation, but rather a sharp, narrow-band tone
suggestive of spacecraft interference at about 1.75 kHz.
Since the last three events are strictly confined to the 1.78kHz channel, we suspect they may be spacecraft interference instead of continuum radiation. We note, however, that
these events are accompaniedby significantdensity dips and
lobelike magnetic fields [Lepping et al., 1982], and Scarf et
oriented towards the sun.)
al. [ 1982] have interpreted event 25 as a Jovian tail encounter
In addition to providing the overall duration of continuum on the basis of both plasma and plasma wave observations,
radiation events, Table 1 also lists corelike structures, as hence, the disposition of these events is unclear. Notice in
describedin the examples shown in Figures 1 and 2. A rather Table 1 that the events become more common, last longer,
qualitative definition has been used in which well-defined and extend to lower frequencies as the spacecraft passes
extensions of the continuum spectrum to lower frequencies through 4>= 180ø.
are considered to be cores. In general the cores have
Figure 3 is a plot of the position of Voyager 2 when it was
minimumdensitiesat or below 1 x 10-2 cm-3, although detecting continuum radiation for the events starting with
there are a few exceptions with somewhat greater minimum day 303, 1980, in Table 1. In the upper panel the trajectory is
densities. The rather coarse frequency resolution available projected
intothe planeof Jupiter'sorbitwith the -3• axis
does not lend itself well to strict definition on the basis of
extending in the antisolar direction. A model of a possible
minimum density alone. A more quantitative approach has Jovian magnetotail based on pre-Voyager considerationshas
been utilized in analyzing the plasma data, however, and that
been superimposedto put the observationsinto perspective.
will be discussed below.
For each event the minimum
The shadingrepresents a tail with a near-Jupiter diameter of
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Fig. 3. A summary of the geometry for events listed in Table 1 that occurred when Voyager was very close to the
antisolar direction. The shaded region represents a model tail that might have been proposed prior to the Voyager
observations.

380 Rs, as suggested by Kurth et al. [1981], and with an
aberration angle of about 1.8ø (assuminga solar wind speed
of 400 km/s). The model tail expands as the solar wind
density decreases (D • R, where D is the diameter of the tail
at a heliocentric radial distance R). The lower panel shows
an orthogonal projection of the trajectory, this time as
viewed from the antisolar

direction.

of charge, and Aeffis the effective cross-sectionalarea of the
main sensors.This method has the advantage of simplicity,
and it reduces the time required to analyze such a large data
set. It also discardsno data (unlessthe quality is degradedby
telemetry errors), even during extremely low density core
regions. The errors introduced are relatively small; the error
introduced by summing over alpha's is less than 20%, and

background
noiseis ---0.005cm-3 mostof thetime.Overall,

Table 1 was constructedwith plasmawave observationsof
continuum radiation only, since it has been assumedthat the
trapped radiation is a reliable signature of the tail. We
supplementthe continuum radiation table with a compilation of plasma observationsof similar events or structuresin
Table 2 in order to begin to understand the plasma environment during the continuum radiation observations.Table 2 is

densityremainedbelow 0.05 cm-3. Core eventswere de-

constructed

fined to be those time periods when the density fell below

in a manner similar to Table

1 to facilitate

cross

comparisonof the two data sets. In fact, the event designation numbers allow individual events identified by both the
plasma wave and plasma science instruments to be compared directly, that is, event 5 in both tables is concerned
with the same general time interval, and so on.
The PLS table was compiled from moment estimates of
the ion density and speed. The densities and speeds are
computed by integrating over the complete ion spectra

16 io'

1 3

n•= • eAeffV
i n=--•n•
3
i=1

j=l

1

16

1 3

eAefrn•
• I0 v=•-Z v•
i=1

j=l

wherej is the index denotingsensorsA, B, and C; Iq is the
current measuredby sensorj at speedchanneli; e is the unit

the uncertainties are thought to be less than 50%.
Table 2 lists three sets of time periods. For an event to
qualify as a 'tail' event, the density was required to be less
than 0.03 cm -3 for a minimum of 6 hours. The overall event
duration was then listed for the interval during which the

0.01cm-3. Thetablealsoindicates
theminimumdensityand
whether or not the event was characterized by continuum
radiation.

Where plasma is observable, the ion spectra are always
solar windlike, consistent with a magnetosheathinterpretation. In several core regions, however, the signal all but
disappearsin the PLS instrument, and these events correlate
well with taillike field orientations (R. P. Lepping, private
communication, 1982). These observations, then, are consistent with the picture obtained from the continuum radiation
events that are characterized by deep core events (probable
tail encounters) surrounded by moderately low density regions, herein referred to as wakes. Some of the events in
Table 2 are highly structured, for example, events 15-17.
These events show variability that is thought to be due to
variations in either the solar wind ram pressureor solar wind
directional changesor both.
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TABLE 2.
Event

Event

Year

5
6

1980
1980

Duration

Start-Stop Day/SCET
323/2330-328/1615
346/1145-355/1115

10,377

Voyager 2 PLS Low-Density Events
Mini-

Continuum
Radiation
Yes
Yes

r/e< 3 x 10-2
cm-3

Core Duration,
r/e < 10-2 cm-3

326/2215-328/1415

None

347/1900-350/1100

mum

ne,
-3

R, Rj

•b, deg

None

2 x 10-2
2 x 10-2

5094
5385

i89.9
187.8

N one

5 x 10-3

5561

186.5

None

2 x 10-2

5689

185.6

None

1 x 10-2

5772

185.1

None

2 x 10-2

6020

183.4

51/0445-51/2045
52/1815-55/1845
61/1000-62/0030
67/0230-68/0430
68/1515-69/2145
71/0145-73/0115
73/1815-75/1330
76/1315-77/0900
77/1830-78/2045
93/0215-97/0215
99/0045-99/1945
101/0145-102/0200
102/1715-103/0800

1 x 10-3

6197

182.2

3 x 10-3
2 x 10-3

6335
6486

181.3
180.4

3 x 10-3

6800

178.4

1
5
3
1

10-2
10-3
10-3
]0 -3

6935
7098
7174
7439

177.6
176.6
176.1
174.6

1 x 10-3
2 x 10-3

7788
7995

172.6
171.5

8 X 10-3

8229

170.2

3 x 10-3

8628

168.1

cm

353/0015-354/0030
355/0030-355/0645
7

1980

363/0300-2/0100

No

364/0645-364/1415

8

1981

9/0445-11/0345

No

9-10

1981

12/1215-21/0830

Yes

11

1981

35/0130-38/1515

No

12

1981

43/2030-58/0015

Yes

365/1500-2/0000
9/1000-9/1630
9/2015-10/1530
14/0700-15/1815
17/0315-17/1400
20/1130-21/0730
35/1430-36/0030
37/0130-38/1200
48/0145-56/2100

13
14

1981
1981

61/0745-62/0030
66/0930-80/0615

No
Yes

61/0745-62/0030
66/1130-79/1500

15-17

1981

91/0000-103/0900

Yes

91/1515-103/0800

18
19
20
21

1981
1981
1981
1981

104/1845-109/1630
118/0945-120/0530
121/2000-127/2230
137/0415-151/0130

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

107/0015-109/0500
118/1500-119/0845
124/0700-126/1045
138/0045-139/0045

22
23

1981
1981

161/0030-176/1800
179/2345-186/1100

Yes
No

25

1981

195/1630-202/2100

Yes?

26

1981

222/0015-229/2000

Yes?

140/1930-151/0030
162/0115-176/1045
182/0845-183/1130
183/2200-185/1530
196/0545-196/1930
197/1100-197/1915
199/2030-202/1600
222/0430-223/1430
224/1010-226/0800
227/0145-228/0645

Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 leads to some interesting
and significantconclusions. First, the PLS intervals tend to
be broader than the continuum radiation events. In part, this
may be due to low continuum radiation intensities near the
beginningand end of the events or, perhaps,to a reductionin
the solar wind density, which is a precursor for the appearance of an expandingtail. Another explanation for a disparity between the event durations in Tables 1 and 2 has rather
interesting implications. Consider the event labeled 14 in
both tables, which occurs when Voyager 2 was almost
exactly in the antisolar direction from Jupiter. The overall
duration

of the continuum

radiation

event is much shorter

(by several days) than the PLS event, which happens to be
one of the longest events observed by PLS. The time of
onset is very similar, but the continuum radiation disappears
--•8 days before the density returns to a nominal value near
0.3 cm -3.
The plasma wave observations, as well as plasma and
magnetometer data for event 14, are shown in Figure 4. The
continuum radiation, which is prominent in the upper panel
near the beginning of the interval, is undetectable beyond
day 72. The density profile shown in the next lower panel is
derived from the PLS data and shows a broad low-density
feature accentuated by more-or-less periodic rarefactions
occurring every 2 days or so. The more prominent of these

118/1815-119/0530
124/0700-124/2315

142/0615-147/2300
164/1530-175/1615

x
x
x
x

183/2300-185/1215
None

227/0600-228/0145

rarefactions are centered near days 67, 69, 71,74, 76, and 78.
In the third panel from the top, the magnetic field intensity is

shown. For the entire 1ow-densi[yregionthe field is very
weak, but is weakest in the lowest-density regions. The

bottom
panelshows
thedirection
of thefield.Theangle/3is
90ø for a field aligned toward (or away) from Jupiter and is
near 0ø for the nominal interplanetary field direction. While
the correlation is not exceptional, it is clear the nearly radial
fields lie in the extremely low density regions. The field is in
the usual interplanetary configuration (/3 • 0ø) near the
beginningand end of the event and during the higher-density
intervals.

If one ignores the periodic rarefractions in the second
panel of Figure 4, there is no apparent reasonto expect the
continuumradiation to disappearmidway throughthe event.
It is clear that lobelike magnetic fields accompany the lowdensityregionssubsequentto day 72, and except for the lack
of continuum radiation it is reasonable to call these regions
taillike. We are compelled, however, to explain the abrupt
disappearanceof the continuum radiation, and, as we shall
discussin the next section, a simple way of 'turning off' the
radiation is by inserting a high-density barrier between the
spacecraft and the source of the radiation.
There are other examples of event 14 Carried to an
extreme. Several of the Table 2 events are apparently
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the PLS observationsare, indeed,lower than thoseimplied
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reconcile a real difference is to argue that the continuum
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It is importantto put the numeroustail-relatedobservationsintoperspective
withother,similarobservations.
Table
1 is, in fact, a continuation
of thetablegivenby Kurthet al.
[1981],with the majordifferences
beingthe identification
of
'core'regionsin the presentlist versusthe identification
of
eventsin the solarwind or magnetosphere
in the list givenby
Kurth et al. [1981].We believethat the coreeventslistedin
Tables 1 and 2 are, indeed, traversalsor entries into the

Jovianmagnetotailand, hence,may be classedwith those
identifiedas magnetosphere
eventsin the earlierpaper.The
events with no core are, presumably,more appropriately
'solar wind' events in the terminology of the first paper,

althoughthis is not as clearas will be discussed
below.By
R(Rj) 6378
6443
6508
6573
drawingtheseanalogies,however,andlookingat the comboth lists (plus the additional
Fig. 4. A comparisonof continuumradiationobservations, plete data set comprising
plasmadensities,and magneticfield intensities
and directionsfor Voyager1 event describedabove),we can gain a bette•
event 14 (see Tables 1 and 2). The plasmawave data in the upper pictureof theoccurrence
of the two basictypesof eventsas
panelshowcontinuum
radiationonlyto day72,whilethebroadlow- a functionof positionwith respectto the nominalaberrated
DAY

65

70

75

80

densityfeature,as seenin the PLS densityprofile,continues
to day
82. The magnetometer
data showsthe deepestdensitydepletions tail position.
Figure5 displaysthecombinedobservations
of continuum
accompanied
by very low magneticfield strengths
and radially
aligned(or anti-aligned)
fields(/3 • 90ø).The dashedline corre- radiationin this paper and thoseof Kurth et al. [1981]anc
spondsto a densityprofilethat assumesthat the low-frequency distinguishes
between 'core' or 'magnetosphere'event,•
cutoff of the continuumradiation givesthe local plasmafrequency.
The differencein the two densityprofileswithin the lowest-density (filled circles)and 'solar wind' events(opencircles).The

regionsmaybe dueto instrumental
uncertainties
(seeerrorbars)or

eventsare locatedon a coordinatesystemthat is centeredor

to a remote cutoff in the radio wave spectrum,in which casethe
localdensitycouldbe muchlower thanimpliedby the dashedline.

Jupiterandwhoseprincipalplaneis parallelto the ecliptic

Note the quasi-periodic
natureof the lowest-density
intervalsevidentin boththe plasmawaveandPLS densityprofiles,whichmay

a modeltail is overlayedon the plot for comparison.It
clear that the eventsthoughtto be direct passagesinto th•

be evidenceof large-scalewave structurein the tail.

The ,• direction is in the direction of the sun. As in Figure 3

magnetotail
lie muchcloserto the nominalpositionfor th{
tail than do the remainingeventsconsistentwith Leppinge

legitimatetail eventsas determinedby the plasmaobservationsand taillike field configurations(R. P. Lepping, private
communication,1982)but are not accompaniedby continu-

-4000-

o

um radiation at all. For these examples we must assume an

explanation
similarto that usedfor the event shownin
Figure4, but with the obstruction
of the electromagnetic
waveguide
occurring
priorto the spacecraft's
entryintothe
Returningour attentionto the periodicvariationsapparent

o

I

-2000
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tail region.

in Figure4, we can makethe followingobservation.
The
plasmawave receiver,the plasmainstrument,and magne-

o
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JUPITER,

ß

tometerall showevidencefor temporalvariations,although
the effect is most dramatic in the PLS data. It is interesting to

note that the densityderivedfrom the continuumradiation
cutoff coincideswith the density derived from the PLS
instrumentfor the higher-densityregion,but in the density
minima evident in both curves the densitiesobtained by PLS

2000

SATURN

ENCOUNTER

Fig. 5. A summary
oftheobservations
ofKurthetal. [1981]am

herein.Thefilledcirclesrepresent
actualdetection
are significantly
lower. Typical error bars are shownin thosepresented
of the Jovianmagnetotail,whilethe opencirclesrepresentobserva
Figure 4, which indicatethe disparityin the minimum tions of continuum radiation that has either escaped into a low
densitymeasurements
maybe explainedsolelyon the basis densityregionof thesolarwindor is confinedto a wakeregionnea
of measurement uncertainties. On the other hand, there is
reason to believe the actual in situ densities as derived from

the tail. The + symbolsrepresentdetectionsof the continuun
radiationin widebandspectrograms(see text).
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al. [1982],whosuggest
thattheactualtailencounters
are
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confined to a 12ø(half-angle) cone. It is reasonableto explain
the events that are designated with open circles and which
are far from the Jupiter-Sun line by using the concept of
Kurth et al. [1981] of radiation leaking into low-density
troughs in the solar wind. Some of the open circles closer to

the -X' axis may be entriesinto the low-densitywake
surrounding the tail.
Further evidence that the probability of a tail encounter
increasesas the nominal tail position is approachedis shown
in Figure 6. For the analysis illustrated we have attempted to
assigna figure of merit to each of the events in Table 2 that
takes into considerationboth event duration and the depth of
the cavity. Hence, in Figure 6 a value proportional to the
duration of the event and inversely proportional to the
minimum density is plotted on a linear scale versus the angle
•b.It is clear that the largest values of the contrived figure of
merit are centered around 177ø, very close to the nominal
aberrated position.
The two plus signsin Figure 5 are included as detectionsof
continuum radiation but are digtinguished because they are
made on the basis of wideband measurements, which are

more sensitive than the spectrum analyzer measurements
used to compile the data in Table 1 and the table in Kurth et
al. [1981]. In one case the two types of measurements
coincide, and this has aided Kurth et al. [1981] in the
identification of the continuum radiation. Unfortunately,
neither case for which we have wideband coverage corresponds to a low-density core region.
The most distant event designated by a plus symbol in
Figure 5 occurredjust 2 days before Voyager 2's encounter

TIME (SEC)
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40

START TIME AUGUST.24, DAY236, i98t,

0845:35 UT

-R-=
•793Rj: ½=1.67..4
o
Fig. 7. Continuum radiation detected just upstream from the
Saturnian bow shock. Since Saturn does not appear to be the source

of difffisecontinuumradiationat frequencies
abovea few kiloHe•z,
this data implies the Jovian tail was very close to Saturnjust prior to
the Voyager 2 encounter.

and is thought to be the emission responsible for the three
questionable continuum radiation events at the end of Table
1. The source of this interference tone is currently unknown,
but we feel certain it enters through the antenna used in
common with the planetary radio astronomy instrument.
The interference is at a frequency which is probably within
the passband of the 1.2-kHz planetary radio astronomy
channel used by Lepping et al., and hence we suggest
caution be used in the interpretation of their events numbered 7 and 8 as well.

Kurth et al. [1982] have studied in detail the plasma wave
data subsequent to those presented in Figure 7, that is,
during the Voyager 2 Saturn encounter, and have argued that
some of the continuum

radiation

detected

within

Saturn's

magnetosphere could possibly have originated at Jupiter.
While

inconclusive,

considerable evidence exists that is

with Saturnandwasjust upstreamof Saturn'sbow shock. consistent with the immersion of the Saturnian system in the
Figure 7 is a frequency-time spectrogram showing the evidence

for continuum

radiation

for this event.

The

diffuse

noise with a low-frequency cutoff at 3.5 kHz is characteristic
of trapped continuum radiation. The cutoff frequency sug-

gestsa local plasmadensityof 0.15 cm-i. This particular
example is very similar to the Voyager 2 event shown in
Figure 6 of Kurth et al. [ 1981] at a distance of 2019 Rj. The
narrow-band

tone at 2.4 kHz

and the short burst of noise at

400 Hz plus odd harmonics are spacecraft interference. The
tone near 1.75 kHz in Figure 7 is believed to be interference
VOYAGER 2
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Jovian tail during the encounter, hence, the most distant '+'
symbol in Figure 5 may represent a core event occurring
during the Saturn encounter.
INTERPRETATION OF THE DISTANT OBSERVATIONS OF
JOVIAN CONTINUUM
RADIATION

In this section we shall attempt to lay out a self-consistent
interpretation of the observations of continuum radiation
and the simultaneous plasma measurements at large distances downstream from Jupiter. First, we shall look at the
new data presented in this paper and suggest a simple
explanation of the continuum radiation events taken individually and argue that the 'core' regions are, indeed, passages
through at least a portion of the distant Jovian magnetotail.
Second, we examine all the observations presented here and
in Kurth et al. [1981] in order to piece together a gross
overview of the possible distant tail structure.
Model for an Individual Tail Encounter

The majority of the events listed in Table 1 are similar to
those depicted in Figures 1 and 2 and consist of a broad

regionof moderatelylow densities,typically3 x 10-2 ½m-3
with one or more 'core' regions of much lower density (---3 x

10-3 ½m-3) and with durationsof abouta day or less.We
165

170
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180

185

190

195

96, (DEGREES)

Fig. 6. A plot of a contrived figure of merit (see text) for each of
the events listed in Table 2, showing tail encounters with longest
durations
and lowest
antisolar direction.

minimum

densities

are

clustered

near

the

suggestthe most likely interpretation is that the core regions
are actual encounters with the distant Jovian magnetotail or
part thereof and the surrounding, moderately low density
regions are the magnetosheath, or perhaps more appropriately, the wake. We prefer the term wake since one might
argue that the magnetosheath extends to the bow shock,
which is noticeably absent in these observations and may be
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since Voyager 1 detected no continuum radiation upstream
of Saturn at a time when it was not likely for Saturn to be in
z

WAKE
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Fig. 8. A schematic representation of a tail encounter. The
shadingrepresentscontinuum radiation trapped in the low-density
magnetotail and spilling out into a moderately low density wake
region surroundingthe tail. While this figure suggeststhe encounter
is actually with just a filament, the data are also consistentwith an
entry into a well-formed, singular tail (see text).

far removed from the Jupiter-sun line or so weak as to be
undetectable.

There are a number of arguments favoring the interpretation of the core events as tail encounters. Scarlet al. [1981b]
argued that the February 1981 event (event 12) was a tail
encounter, on the basis of both plasma and plasma wave
measurements. We present several more here. The first line
of argumentis simply one of geometry. Even though all but a
very few of the events lie outside of the model tail shown in
Figures 3 and 5, the core events in Table 1 all lie reasonably
close to the nominal aberrated tail position, and it would not
take extraordinary expansions or deflections of the tail to
account for most of them. Also, the duration of the core
events maximized near •b = 180ø. Since Voyager 1 has not
detected continuum radiation after the last event plotted in
Figure 5, it is apparent that these events are intimately
associatedwith the region downstream from Jupiter and are
not characteristic of the solar wind beyond 5 AU in general.
Second, there was reasonable expectation that the tail
extends ---9000 Rs downstream [Scarf, 1979, and references
therein], hence the discovery of such an extended tail is not
surprising. Third, the analysis of the magnetic fields associated with the core regions show the field to be oriented in the
general direction of Jupiter, and a detailed study of the
February 1981 event shows a symmetric field signature with
a bipolar field in its central region [Lepping et al., 1982].
Lepping et al. concludethat the character of the fields during
the events (and, in particular, the February event) are
consistentwith either a tail or a tail filament interpretation.
The remaining argument favoring the interpretation of the
continuumradiation events as tail encountersforms the very
basisfor this study, which relies almost entirely on the use of
the radiation as a tracer for the Jovian magnetosphere.This
rationale has been given in detail by Kurth et al. [1981], so
we shall only briefly review the line of reasoninghere. The

key lies in the fact that planetary magnetospheresare the
only apparent sources of the diffuse nonthermal radiation
studied herein. Since the radiation is usually detected at
frequencieswell below the nominal solar wind plasma frequency, the existence of a low-density path between the
planetary source and the spacecraft is implied. At the
heliocentric radial distances of Jupiter and Saturn, the
Parker spiral direction is approaching 90ø with respect to
radial, hence most solar wind structures would not be
expectedto align in the antisolardirection from Jupiter. One
might argue that some of the radiation has its source at
Saturn, but this still requires a radial structure such as the

Joviantail to provide the low-densitypath to the spacecraft

Jupiter's tail. The presenceof 10-hour periodicitiesin the
continuum radiation amplitude noted in some cases also
implies a source at Jupiter.
The wake regionis an ill-definedregion, sincethere is little
to distinguishit from the normal solar wind. Plasma measurementsreveal densities, temperatures, and flows that are
not unlike low-density regions of the solar wind. For the
February 1981event (event 12), Lepping et al. report south-

ward-draping
magnetosheath
fieldsfor•-dayintervals
before
and after the core event; on this basis they suggestthat the
wake regionis very similar to a magnetosheath.We can only
speculatethat the low densitiesin the wake regionsare due
to geometrical shadowing or some other solar wind-tail
interaction. We do not feel compelled to characterize the
wake regionsrigidly until further studiesof the plasma and
magnetic fields within them are complete.
In Figure 8 we give a stylized sketch of a typical tail
interaction region showing both the wake and core areas.
The shadingrepresentstrapped continuumradiation and is
darkestin the core regionwhere the radiation is mostintense
and extendsto the lowest frequencies.In this illustrationwe
have labeled the core region as a tail filament, which we
immediatelypoint out is only one possibility.The size scale
on the abscissais based on the assumptionthat the structure
was stationary in the Jupiter-centered system, and the
componentof the spacecraftvelocity perpendicularto the
structure (---10 km/s) is the only relevant velocity. Hence,
the width of the filament is solely determined by the duration
of the core event--in this case about a day. Strictly speaking, this is not a lower limit to the width, sincethe velocity of
the filament could conceivably track the spacecraft. We
suggest, however, that this is probably as unlikely as a
motionless filament and, therefore, believe filaments on the
order of 10 Rs in width are perhaps the smallest structuresto
be considered. It is more likely that the filament is moving
acrossthe spacecraftwith a muchlargervelocitythan 10km/
s, since some motion (including expansion) was obviously
necessaryto put the tail or filament in a position to be
observed, and hence it could be much larger than 10 Rs. A
schematicof the geometry of this type of tail encounteris
given by Lepping et al. in the lower panel of their Figure 4.
An alternate possibility is that the distant tail is well
formed and singular, that is, not filamented. In this case the
tail would have to expandto envelopthe spacecraftand then
contract to its nominal size, or, move from its nominal

positionto one which is in the directionof Voyager.Obviously, there are an infinite numberof combinationsof these
two explanationsthat are consistentwith the observations.
This interpretation is similar to the geometry suggestedby
the constructionin the upper panel of Figure 4 of Lepping et
al. Kurth et al. [1981] discuss several mechanisms for

movingthe tail from its nominalposition,includingnonradial
solar wind flows and azimuthal pressure gradients. An
additional mechanism is suggestedby the general geometry
of the tail, where the external field is essentially solenoidal
and surrounds a longitudinal field imbedded in a plasma
column. This is reminiscent of the geometry for the kink

instability. The wavelength of the instability would be • 14
times the radius of the plasma column [Jackson, 1962] or
about 2700 Rs, which is consistentwith the size-scaleof the
deflections

observed.
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et al., 1981]. It is also possiblethat there is sufficienttension
in the magneticfield to balance the lateral forces. That is, the
magneticfield configurationat the tail boundary with a 90ø
rotation in the typical orientation may provide a further
stabilizing influence on the tail.
The event shown in Figure 4 (event 14 in Tables 1 and 2) is

typical of many of the eventslisted, in that it showeda great
disparity in the duration of the continuum radiation event
versusthat of the density depressionobtained by PLS. The

HIGH

•,

--

PRESSURE
•

LOW

reconciliationof thesetwo observationsseemedto require a
mechanismto 'turn off' the radiation,presumablyby imposing a high-densitybarrier between the sourceof the radiation
and the spacecraft. Figure 9 is a schematic illustration of a
processthat could explain the observationsin Figure 4. At
time to the spacecraft is well outside the normal tail and
monitorsthe usual solar wind conditions.At time tl the solar
wind ram pressurehas decreasednear the trailing edge of a
solar wind stream, the tail has expanded, envelopingthe

,,• \ PRESSURE

spacecraft, and continuum radiation can be detected. At

//

t$

time t2 a high-pressureregion in the solar wind has pinched
off the tail at some distancedownstreamfrom Jupiter, yet
still upstreamfrom the spacecraft.The pinch-offis characterized by higher densities, and the continuum radiation that

Fig. 9. A seriesof sketches
offeringa possible
interpretation
of propagatesdown the tail at the speedof light turns off almost
event14(seeFigure4) in whichthecontinuum
radiationdisappears instantaneously.Meanwhile, the spacecraft is still in the
longbeforethespacecraft
leavestheregionof thelow-density
tail. low-densityregion of the now-detachedtail; hence, the PLS
•Fheshadingrepresentsthe presenceof continuumradiationand is

and magnetometer measurements continue to show low

noticeably
absentin thedisconnected
tail because
thelow-density
pathor waveguide
hasbeeninterrupted
at the pinch-offby high densitiesand taillike field configurations.Finally, at t3 the
:lensities.
high-pressure
regionhaspassedthe spacecraftand it is again
Preliminary analysesof the plasmaobservationsfavor the
expanding tail mechanism. There is considerable evidence of
a correlation

between solar wind conditions and the occur-

outside the tail monitoring nominal solar wind conditions.
For the example in Figure 4, t2 occursnear the beginning

of day 73 whenthe continuumradiationdisappears.Perhaps
the earliesttime for the passageof the high-pressure
regiont3
is day 79, althoughthe densityand field strengthcontinueto
increaseuntil about day 83. Assuming,however, that t3 -- t2
• 6 days, and also assuminga propagationspeedof about
400 km/s for the solar wind, the pinch-off had to have
occurred ---3000Rj upstream from the spacecraftor about
3500Rj downstreamfrom Jupiter.There is no way to check
the validity of this proposedsequenceof events, however, it
is comforting that the proposed pinch-off occurred at a
realisticposition, i.e., between Jupiterand the spacecraft.
The preceding scenario is inspired in large part from

rence of tail encounters. A brief glance at Tables 1 and 2
revealsa tendencyfor eventsto occurroughlya monthapart
and, Lepping et al. report a periodicityof 26.5 days between
events. This is so close to the solar rotation period that
further formal analysis will almost certainly show a real
relationship.In fact, it would be reasonableto expect a
direct solarwind influenceon sucha large, tenuousstructure
so distant from its source. Analysis of the plasma data
indicatesevents are often observedat the trailing edgesof
solar wind streams where the ram pressure minimizes.
Hence, it is clear that the tail sightingscould very easily be plasma tail disconnection events in comets [Niedner e! al.,
associatedwith an expandedtail in responseto a decreasein 1978;Niedner and Brandt, 1978;Ip and Mendis, 1978].Quite
the external pressure. Further analysis of the plasma data simply, it is thought that the passageof an interplanetary
leadingto a better understandingof the solar wind's control sector boundary over a comet results in magnetic field line
of the tail is the subjectof a forthcomingpaper.
reconnection. Photographs of comets have often shown
One theoretical question that will have to be examined evidencefor the total disconnectionof the plasma tail and
before a good understandingof extendedtail dynamicsis in subsequentgrowth of a new one. Niedner and Brand! [1978]
hand will be the stability of sucha structure.Clearly, if tail apply this theory to a tail disconnection event of comet
expansion is accompanied by decreasing magnetic field Kohoutek 1973f and demonstratea good temporal correlastrength, as appears to be the case for most of the events tion with the passageof the magneticfield sectorboundary.
(R. P. Lepping, private communication, 1982), then one Similar, althoughnot necessarilyidentical,processesshould
would expect to see an increase in the internal plasma be consideredfor extended planetary magnetotails.Variapressureto maintainoverall pressurebalance.Suchpressure tions of the tail disconnection events in comets can be
increasesare not observed, although su•cient numbers of generatedwhich can explain observationsof the low-density
>6-keV ions and electronscould be present to provide the magnetotailwith the complete absenceof continuum radiabalanceand yet not be detectedby the PLS instrument. For tion simply by decreasingthe time betweenthe tail expanexample,a componentwith a densityof--•10-3 cm-3 and a sion and pinch-off so that the disconnection has occurred
temperature of--•10 keV would be su•cient to provide before the distant tail has expanded.It is interestingthat
pressurebalance; this component, if present, could be the Lepping et al. indicated that there was evidence for the
remnantof the magnetosphericwind from Jupiter [Krimigis passageof a sector boundary during event 12, which also
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exhibited a long delay between the disappearanceof continuum radiation and a return to higher solar wind densities.
Admittedly, the explanation of event 14 by a complete tail
disconnection is highly speculative, but similar dynamics
have been suggestedfor the terrestrial magnetotail (see, for
example, Birn and Hones [1981], where computer modeling
of dynamic reconnection in the earth's tail predicts the
formation of a 'magnetic bubble' or 'plasmoid' that moves
tailward from the X line). The formation of 'magnetic
bubbles' implies density variations along the tail, which
might provide a high-density barrier to electromagnetic
waves without requiring a complete disconnectionof the tail.

Implications for the Gross Structure of the Jovian Tail
Figure 5 presentsa rather large set of observationsbearing
on the gross structure of the Jovian magnetotail. If we
assumethe filled circles in the figure represent actual entries
into the magnetotail and the open circles some less-direct
detection, we can first confirm what most would have been
willing to assume a priori---that the tail extends a large
distance (>9000 Rj) in the general downstream direction. As
first noted by Kurth et al. [1981] and confirmed here, the
encounters may occur far from the expected position of the
tail, given a purely radial solar wind without azimuthal
pressure gradients.
Between the final magnetosphere encounter reported by
Kurth et al. [1981] at 706 Rj and the first core event reported
herein at 5108 Rj there are a large number of continuum
radiation events (denoted by open circles in Figure 5) that
are evidently not direct observations of the Jovian magnetotail. Kurth et al. [1981] explained these as being continuum
radiation generated within the Jovian magnetosphereand as
having escaped the magnetosphericcavity via a low-density
solar wind trough acting as a waveguide or light pipe. We
believe this to be a valid explanation, particularly for those
events well off the Jupiter-sun line. As the trajectory of
Voyager 2 swings back into the downstream direction,
though, we suggest that the noncore events may also be
interpreted as close brushes with the tail but without actual
penetration. The low-density regions defined by these
events, then, are not just low-density structures in the solar
wind but actual wake regions associatedwith the solar wind-

determining an upper bound to the cross-sectionalarea of
the tail. If one assumes (1) that the source of continuum
radiation is near Jupiter, (2) that the tail is lossless for
electromagneticwaves within the tail at frequencies below
the solar wind plasma frequency, and (3) that eventually the
tail extends to a downstream position where the wave
frequency is greater than the solar wind plasma frequency so
that waves escapeinto free space,then the Poynting flux will
vary inversely with the cross-sectional area of the tail
(whether it is singular or filamented). For example, if one
assumesthe model tail shown in Figure 5 in which the width
is proportional to the heliocentric radial distance, then one
would expect the Poynting flux to be smaller by a factor of

(8.5AU/5.2AU)2 or 2.67 for a flux measurement
7000 Rj
downstream versus one very near Jupiter (--•100 Rj). The
voltage spectral density at 562 Hz was measuredfor the core
event on day 108 of 1981 (at 6950 Rj) and found to be --•2 x

10-12V2m-2Hz-l. Typicalvaluesat the samefrequencyin
the near-Jupiter
tail are --•100timeslarger,near2 x 10-•ø
V2m-2Hz-•. If the assumptions
are correct,this would
imply that the width of the tail at 7000 Rj is 10 times that near
Jupiter, or in the range of --•2000-4000Rj. Clearly, if the tail
were this large, Voyager would have been in the tail continuously over the time period represented in Figure 3. Therefore, one or more of the assumptionsused in this estimate is
false. Kurth et al. [1981] have shown that there are radiation

leaks into low-density solar wind troughs, hence, it is
unreasonableto expect the tail to be lossless.The disparity

betweena decrease
in flux of 102versus2.67is probablya
combination of a (temporarily) larger-than-expected tail
cross section and various factors such as leaks, which make
the tail a lossy radiation cavity. Note, however, that the

reductionin fluxassuming
R-2 free-space
propagation
(correspondingto a perfectly lossy cavity) would be on the order

of 5 x 10-3 at a distanceof --•7000Rj; hence,thetail partially
confines the radiation. That is, even though the tail is a lossy
cavity, it is not totally so.
CONCLUSIONS

Voyager 2 plasma wave and plasma observations have
provided evidence for an extended Jovian magnetotail of at
least 8800 Rj in length. Tail-related phenomena, particularly

tail interaction.

nonthermal continuum radiation, are observable over vast

It is difficult to determine an upper limit to the nominal
width of the tail on the basis of the data presented herein,
although from Figures 3 and 5 it is apparent that a tail
normally > 1000 Rj wide is much too large, since Voyager 2
would have been in the tail for a much longer, more
continuousinterval. We suspect,then, a tail width of several
hundred Jupiter radii would be more reasonable. It is possible, though, that temporary expansions of the tail might
explain some of the sightings. It is also difficult to rule out a
filamented tail; however, the individual filaments would
have to be on the order of 10 R j, or larger, in width. If the tail
were highly filamented with many smaller structures, several
very brief (a few minutes) encounters would have been

regions of interplanetary space beyond the orbit of Jupiter
and are not narrowly confined to the antisolar direction. We
briefly summarize our conclusions about the distant Jovian
magnetotail, as follows:

observed, and there is no evidence for these. Kurth et al.
[1981] have suggestedthe Jovian magnetotail may have a
structure similar to the plasma tails of comets, and in fact,
photographsof the plasma tails of many comets often show a
few (less than 10) distinct tail filaments, cf., Brandt and
Mendis [ 1979].

The plasma wave data offer one possible method of

1.

The tail was encountered

on numerous

occasions over

the span of several months, and in a wide range of locations,
implyinga highly dynamic structureand/or a tail with several
filaments.

2. Tail encounters occurred quasi-periodically, approximately once per month, implying direct solar wind control.
3. Several entries into the tail occurred at the trailing
edge of solar wind streams when the ram pressure was a
minimum, suggestingsimple tail expansion could explain the
sightings, although deflection of the tail is also consistent
with the observations. (We note, however, that current
evidence from the plasma and magnetometer investigations
for the pressurebalance required for an expandingtail does
not exist unless there is a hotter plasma present that would
not be observable by the plasma instrument.)
4. Encounters with the Jovian tail showed the deepest

KURTH ET AL..' JUPITER'S DISTANT MAGNETOTAIL AND WAKE

density minima, longest durations, and highest occurrence
probability near the nominal aberrated tail position.
5. Some evidence for large-scale waves in the tail or on
the tail boundary was found. A typical period for these

waveswas2-2 «days.
6. The existence of tail structures without the presence
of continuumradiation may be explained by the existence of
a high-density barrier to electromagnetic radiation between
Jupiter and the spacecraftand may be evidence of reconnection in the tail or a detached tail similar to tail disconnection
Some observations

of continuum

radiation

well off the

Jupiter-sunline can be explained by leakage into low-density
solar wind troughs acting as waveguides.
8. The Jovian tail or tail filament appearsto have a fairly
well-defined

structure.

Saturn's magnetospherein the Jovian magnetic tail, Nature, 292,
615, 1980.
Gurnett, D. A., W. S. Kurth, and F. L. Scarf, Plasma wave
observationsnear Jupiter: Initial results from Voyager 2, Science,
206, 987, 1979.
Gurnett, D. A., W. S. Kurth, and F. L. Scarf, The structure of the
Jovian magnetotail from plasma wave observations, Geophys.
Res. Lett., 7, 53, 1980.
Ip, W.-H., and D. A. Mendis, The flute instability as the trigger
mechanism for disruption of cometary plasma tails, Astrophys. J.,
223, 671, 1978.
Jackson, J. D., Classical Electrodynamics, John Wiley, New York,
1962.

events in comets.

7.

10,383

The core or actual tail is character-

izedby low densities(ne< 10-2 cm-3) andradiallyaligned
(toward or away from Jupiter) bipolar fields [Lepping et al.,
1982]. The surrounding wake is composed of solar windlike

plasmawith ne "' 3 x 10-2 cm-3 andhasa sheathlikefield
configuration[Lepping et al., 1982].
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